Town mark with double inner and outer lines.
All are size 26mm x 32 or 33mm.
The Kingdom of Egypt

Date only - no townmark.

Cory Brothers & Co. - Port Said = Only reported machine with this configuration

30.XI.49 to Scotland = 27 mills
17 mills surface rate to UK -- 15 Aug 40 - 1951 + 10 mills airmail surcharge -- Aug 48 - 1953
(The rates and censor label prove that the 30-IX-39 postmark should be 1949)

Censored Port Said to New York, 13. V. 53.

32 mills foreign surface rate - 1951 - Nov. 53.
30 mills airmail surcharge - 1951-1955.
The Kingdom of Egypt

F88 meter stamp with five pointed asterisk instead of the usual eight.

2.XII.50 - Cairo to London = 8 mills printed matter rate to United Kingdom

Messrs. Universal Postal Frankers Ltd.,
Frankopost Works, Angel Rd.

AMERICAN EXPORTER,
386, Fourth Avenue,

P. F. BAGANIS
Post Office Box 1249 - CAIRO

NEW YORK 16, N.Y
U.S.A.

AIR MAIL

Cairo to New York - 16.V.51

22 mills foreign surface rate - 15 Aug. 1940 - 1951
30 mills air mail surcharge - 1951-1955
Five pointed asterisk with tougra of King Fuad.

17 mills surface rate to United Kingdom - 15 Aug. 1940 - 1951
10 mills airmail surcharge (per 10 grams) to U.K. - August 1948 - 1953

In the actual exhibit, this page is 11” x 11”.

For this copy of the exhibit, it has been reduced to 77% of its original size.
This is the only reported example of the F88 with the straight-sided townmark. This style was later adopted by Frankotyp for many of its machines licensed in Egypt, but Hasler abandoned it for the more traditional one.

30-IX-50 -- Cairo to USA = 32 mills
12 mills foreign printed matter surface rate + 20 mills air mail surcharge - 1949 - 1951.

In the actual exhibit, this page is 11” x 11”.

For this copy of the exhibit, it has been reduced to 77% of its original size.
The Kingdom of Egypt

Satasa machines, manufactured in France, were not licensed in Egypt until the Republic period, but essays for four machines were produced earlier.

Machines #1 and #2 with license number inside the frank in both Western and Eastern Arabic numerals.

Machines #3 and #4 had the license number outside of the frank at the bottom left in Eastern Arabic numerals without the Western style equivalent.
The Republic of Egypt

Crown and Tougra removed

Following the overthrow of the monarchy in 1953, the crown and tougra were no longer depicted on newly issued licenses for meter franks. New designs were issued but in many cases the same designs were used after removal of these symbols of royalty. Many licensees continued to use their existing machines without changing the franking die.

Frankotyp chose new designs similar to those previously introduced by Universal and Hasler.

24mm x 25mm frank with “Postes” at bottom.
Single circle trisected townmark
Wide spacing for slogan between frank and townmark
Counter number above the slogan - license number below.

18 II 56 -- Cairo = 82 mills
37 mills foreign surface rate + 45 mills air mail surcharge to the Far East.
26mm x 30mm
"Mills" and "Postes" at bottom of frank
Double circle townmark
No license number

5-I-54 -- Cairo to The Hague
37 mills foreign surface rate + 15 mills air mail surcharge via BOAC from 1949
The Republic of Egypt

30mm x 33mm
Straight sided outer circle of double circle townmark
Narrow spacing between frank and townmark
License number below frank

Essay of proposed design

Mr. J.W.S. Brancker,
I.A.T.A., Head Office,
Terminal Centre Building,
1060 University Street,
Montreal 3, Que.
CANADA.

04.IX.57 -- Cairo to Montreal = 80 mills
underfranked by two mills
The Republic of Egypt

28mm x 31mm
Wide spacing between frank and townmark
Inscriptions straight up on sides

Frankotyp Model C

Previously unreported format

23-III-57 Cairo to Djeddah, Saudi Arabia

10 mills internal surface rate for Arab Postal Union members
5 mills air mail surcharge
45 mills registration fee
60
The Republic of Egypt

"EGYPTE" curved
Double circle townmark
5-point asterisk in value figure

26mm x 30mm
No license number

28mm x 32mm - License number below townmark

23-IX-53 to Holland = 97 mills
45 mills registration + 32 mills foreign surface rate + 20 mills air mail surcharge
The Republic of Egypt

36mm x 32mm wide frank
Stars replacing Crown and Tougra
Townmark lowered
No License number

23-VII-55 -- Cairo to Holland -- 37 mills foreign surface rate -- 1953-1959
The Republic of Egypt

28mm x 30-31mm
"EGYPTE" straight up on left side
Townmark centered

With license number
28mm x 31mm

Without license number
28mm x 31mm

15-III-55 = Cairo to USA = 82 mills
37 mills foreign surface rate. Nov 53-Apr 59 + 45 mills air mail surcharge - 1951-1955

In the actual exhibit, this page is 11" x 11".

For this copy of the exhibit, it has been reduced to 77% of its original size.
The Republic of Egypt

28mm x 35mm
Townmark centered
Date large
License number below townmark

3-III-56 -- 22 mills foreign surface rate for postcards + 45 mills air mail surcharge

26-VI-55 -- 37 mills foreign surface rate + 15 mills air mail surcharge via BOAC
Internal registered usage

28-VI-54 -- Port Said to Alexandria = 30 mills
10 mills letter rate -- 12 Aug 43 - 1967
20 mills registration fee -- same period
The Republic of Egypt

28mm x 35mm
Without license number

23-IX-53
32 mills foreign surface rate - 1951-Nov 1953
15 mills air mail surcharge to France - 1951-1964

Broken inner circle in townmark

19-IX-57 Printed matter - Alexandria to Copenhagen, Denmark
15 mills foreign surface rate for printed matter - 1949-1964
+ 15 mills air mail surcharge to Denmark - 1953-1959